OfficePACK®
The Premier Procedure Kit for Office Hysteroscopy

OBP Medical is proud to offer the OfficePACK Procedure Kit for Hysteroscopy. In-office physicians will appreciate components previously unavailable in an all-in-one pack, including: custom mayo drape with built-in instrument pockets and trash container, OfficeSPEC single-use side-opening vaginal speculum with built-in light source, endoscopic seal one-size-fits-all endoscopic seal, inflow tubing with luer-lock adaptor, OutflowBAG drainage collection bag with luer-lock fitted tubing, under-buttocks drape with graded collection bag, and a drawstring for easy post-procedure disposal. All features exclusive to the OBP Medical OfficePACK.

www.obpmedical.com
Contents Include:

- Single-Use Mayo Tray: 1
- Mayo Tray Drape: 1
- Plastic Cotton Tip: 2
- Gauze 100x100mm: 15
- Surgical Lubricant 3g: 1
- Povidone Iodine Solution with 3 Plastic Cotton Tip: 1
- Alcohol Prep Pad: 1
- Spinal Needle 22 GA: 1
- Control Syringe 10ml: 2
- Hypodermic Needle 18 GA: 1
- Sanitary Paper
- OR Towel: 1
- Cysto Irrigation Set inflow with Luer Lock Fitting: 1
- OutflowBAG with Luer Lock Fitting: 1
- Gloves: 2
- OfficeSPEC Single-Use Side-Opening Speculum with Light: 1
- Endoscopic Seal One-Size-Fits-All GYN: 1
- Item Tray: 1
- Under Buttocks Drape with Collection Bag: 1

TO ORDER:
1-978-291-6853
sales@obpmed.com
www.obpmedical.com

- Item # C040100
- Sold in boxes of 5
- All items come sterile

Product Features:

- OfficeSPEC single-use side-opening speculum with built-in light source and one-size-fits-all Endoscopic Seal
- OutflowBAG and inflow tubing fitted with luer-lock adaptors compatible with any female luer-lock fitting
- Custom mayo drape with built-in instrument pockets and trash container
- Mayo tray drape doubles as trash bag with drawstring ties for easy post-procedure clean up
- All components come pre-packaged and sterile on a disposable mayo tray

About Us:
OBP Medical is the leading global developer of single-use, self-contained, illuminating medical devices. Our single-use lights are the brightest on the market, allowing for optimal visualization during procedures. Our innovative products are used in physician offices, surgery centers and more than 2,000 hospitals throughout the U.S., as well as healthcare facilities worldwide.
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